TURTLE BLOCKS:
MANUAL ON MORE ADVANCED BLOCKS

A. Description
Turtle blocks or Turtle art is an activity with a Logo-inspired
graphical “turtle” that draws colorful art based on snaptogether visual programming elements. With this program you
can challenge your creativity to create a holistic artwork.
Go to http://wiki.sugarlabs.org/go/Activities/TurtleArt for more
information
B. Where to play
You can access Turtle blocks at http://turtle.sugarlabs.org/. For
gnu/linux users
a python version is available at
http://activities.sugarlabs.org/en-US/sugar/addon/4027.

A. Adding text with the Show block
The aptly named "show" block shows things. By default it shows
text on the screen. To use it drag a "show" block onto the
canvas. It will come with a "text" block attached. Type in your
text by clicking on the “text” block and adjust the size by
typing a number into the value next to “size” in the “show”
block.

B. Adding pictures with the Show block
The "show" block in combination with the "media" block functions
similarly with the text block, however instead of a text
appearing a picture appears. Grab a "media" block and attach it
to the "show" block where the "text" block is attached. Then
click on the media block, after which choose a picture from
your desktop. You can adjust the size by adding the value you
want next to “size” in the “show” block.

Note: another way to show pictures is to use the text block
and type in a URL,
e.g.,http://people.sugarlabs.org/walter/images/turtle.png

C. Changing the turtle’s shell
With the "shell" block you can choose your own picture to
replace the turtle. The picture will act as your turtle instead.
Also you can adjust the size of your new “turtle” the same
way you adjusted in the “show” block.

D. Moving the turtle with the Set xy block
The "set xy" block allows you to adjust the location of your
turtle. In the example below the turtle moved from 0 0 the
origin to 5 50 before drawing a square.

.
You can make things even more interesting with the...
E. Mouse x and mouse y blocks
In combination with the "set xy" block these blocks set your
turtle's x and y variables the position of the turtle depending

on where your mouse is positioned. In other words the turtle
will move to wherever your mouse is heading.

What happens if you switch x and y?
F. time block
This block keeps track of the seconds since the program started
to run. With this you can keep the pen color and size varying
over time.
.

*integrated example for section e and f*

G. Mouse button block
The "mouse button" block returns true or false when the mouse
button is clicked. You can use this block with the if while or
until blocks. In the example below multiple "show" blocks were
used to draw pictures as in a slideshow. To pause between
pictures we do an action that waits until the mouse button is
pressed.
Move over PowerPoint. Turtle Blocks is coming to town!

